Genetic covariance structure of growth in the salamander Ambystoma macrodactylum.
The size of an organism at any point during ontogeny often has fitness consequences through either direct selection on size or through selection on size-related morphological, performance, or life history traits. However, the evolutionary response to selection on size across ontogeny (a growth trajectory) may be limited by genetic correlations across ages. Here we characterize the phenotypic and genetic covariance structure of length and mass growth trajectories in a natural population of larval Ambystoma macrodactylum using function-valued quantitative genetic analyses and principal component decomposition. Most of the phenotypic and genetic variation in both growth trajectories appears to be confined to a single principal component describing a pattern of positive covariation among sizes across all ages. Higher order principal components with no significant associated genetic variation were identified for both trajectories, suggesting that evolution towards certain patterns of negative covariation between sizes across ages is constrained. The well-characterized positive relationship between size at metamorphosis and fitness in pond-breeding amphibians predicts that the across-age covariance structure will strongly limit evolution only if there is negative selection on size prior to metamorphosis. The pattern of genetic covariation observed in this study is similar to that observed in other vertebrate taxa, indicating that size may often be highly genetically and phenotypically integrated across ontogeny. Additionally, we find that phenotypic and genetic analyses of growth trajectories can yield qualitatively similar patterns of covariance structure.